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Renowned second generation Italian Designer who graduated
in architecture from Milan Polytechnic. Paola Nava collaborated 
extensively with numerous established brands including Binova, 
B&B Italia, Flexiform, Snaidero, Boffi, and Poliform, to name a few.

Paola Nava



Graduated  in visual communication and 
graphics at the Public Art of Monza and 
embarked on graphics and photography. 
He deepened his interest in 
architectural and scenographic spaces. 
Over the last years he received several 
mentions for ADI Compasso d’Oro/Design 
Index. 
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Fabio Casiraghi



Studio Nava has created complete kitchen 
collections for Binova, including the AV Prima, Regula, Modus 
and Continua series. The kitchens are created through the 
research of details and a vision of the environment. 
AV Prima highlights the rituals and functions of preparation and 
consumption of food; Regula focuses on people and their 
evolution; Modus addresses the relationship between 
man and the architecture; while Continua focuses on the 
synthesis between the organisation and containment.

In Malaysia, Studio Nava  works with SignatureKitchen in 
designing state-of-the-art designs for exclusive projects. It is 
a perfect blend of Italian touch into the Asian Kitchen for the 
affluent individual who demands  aesthetic looks and fine 
finishes in their  homes.



PRIMA “avant-garde” continues its own journey, an 
exploration of the relationship between kitchen and living area, 
the continuous interlacing of functions, rituals and daily needs.
Time captivates moments spent in private, with the 
family or extended family, in a “continuum” of 
interaction. Dialogue could define a “Spatial Presence”, well 
established within an open home that is no longer afraid 
of an informal outlook, where the perception of space is 
changing, no longer an extravagance permitted only to a few.

PRIMA AV/2  | 2010





Designed to be fitted against the wall or in the centre of the room. 
It can be seen from all sides in any perspective and from any angle. 
The birthplace is the whole world, its language is universal, its 
nature polymorphous and flexible, mutable in height and in the other 
dimensions, according to ever new and personalized articulations.

REGULA AD  | 2009





The new ceiling wall units define a non-structured 
container unit, suspended by a rail system both for the island 
and wall options. Special wood and lacquer shelves merge 
with the essential vertical bearing structure in stainless steel. 
The doors, descending from the ceiling, become sliding 
screens and confirm this dual outlook where the front merges 
with the back. This movement creates new dynamic frontiers, 
mobile curtains generate a new revealing architecture of 
enclosed space. The aerial nature of wall units is confirmed 
by having them drop from the ceiling and by being accessible 
on two sides, symmetrically or asymmetrically, and they can 
be dynamically changed thanks to the system of sliding doors. 
The aerial body of the rail system diffuses light and 
creates the environment , while the wall units 
integrated above the worktop become an accurate working tool.

PRIMA AV/1  | 2008





Modus is the result of a quasi-preliminary path that can 
be read in many ways. It is a kitchen that opens up toward 
the living room, composed of furniture and architecture.
The name “Modus” has been chosen to tell the story of this 
project. It refers to the modus operandi, the method, and 
the interpretation that can be used in the kitchen area, or 
everything that revolves around it. Modus is not a final destination 
but merely a stop on a journey that is completely new every day.

MODUS | 2004





The CONTINUA system is characterized by the recurring groove 
that goes right across all the base units and facilitates the grip 
for opening the doors. The graphic effect of the “groove” is 
characteristic to such an extent as to suggest the name of 
the product. The groove has an off-standard width, which 
contributes to and strengthens the thickness of the top. The 
lamps that illuminate the worktops (Boiserie) emphasize the 
continuity of the horizontal graphic concept.

CONTINUA W | 2004





INDEX | BINOVA 

Kitchen system with laminate designed with 
two different approaches: It connects concrete 
function with aesthetic innovation which is 
suggested through details and subtleties who 
define the project on the whole. With Index the 
kitchen becomes visible in the dark; shelf profiles, 
sides and tops are customisable with coloured 
fluorescent plastic slats being visible during the night, 
a guide or simply a fisical expression of its presence.

Kitchen system based on ergonomic, functional and 
material innovation. The system is characterized by 
steel frame doors with tilt mechanism, high storage 
capacity with sliding doors with ash wood frames 
and wired glass panels.

FACTORY | BOFFI



Kitchen system whose structural aluminium 
skeleton is the project itself. A new and different 
interpretation and subdivision of space, even the 
smallest. Essentiality and the new perception of 
the kitchen area are the contents of Sintesi.

SINTESI | BINOVA



DIESIS | B&B ITALIA

Sofa system characterized by luxury and classic materials, with 
cast aluminium structure and reinforced back of steel, upholstery 
and cushions in leather.



KARAN D’ACHE | MALOBBIA

Modular furniture system created for livingroom and bedroom. 
A system with multitudinous possible combinations: from the 
single piece to a wall bookcase partition.



BOURE’E | ARFLEX

Armchair and sofa system with a structure-container (upholstery 
in feather) in different heights, aspects and possible combinations. 
A second version, called BOURRE’E BIS, with covering in fabric to 
improve the metamorphic agility of the collection.



AMADEO | INTERPROFILPIRAMIDE | FRASCIO

Family of door and window handles. Multifunctional padding armchair which was exposed at 
the Museum fuer Angewandte Kunst in Köln (Germany).



DORALICE | FLEXFORM 

Armchairs and small sofas with removable upholstery NONNAMARIA 
sofa system of traditional inspiration with front wheels and a pull handle 
on the back.



SPIN | EFFEGI BREVETTI

EVO | EFFEGI BREVETTI

Opening mechanism for furniture with three typologies of 
vertical movements: vasistas, folding and flap opening. The 
organic design charcterises and unifies the different compo-
nents of the mechanism in thin aluminium cast.

Opening mechanism for hanging doors with two possible 
vertical movements: flap opening and “vasistas”. The body 
remains the same for the two movements. Structure and 
levers are in cast metal with personalisable plastic cover. 
Possibility of adaptation and substitution of the tongues 
according to the door weight.
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A whimsical house becomes the creative 
playground for Italian design label Studio Nava
In the town of Lissone, known as the hub of the Italian furniture industry, located in the 
Brianza province sits a triple-storey detached house bearing hints of architecture typically seen in 
middle-class family homes from the early twentieth century. Surrounded by verdant landscapes, 
this charming building is the creative home of Italian design practice Studio Nava by Paolo Nava.

A renowned second generation Italian designer who graduated in architecture from the Milan 
Polytechnic, Paolo Nava was initially looking for an industrial building for his workshop to conduct his 
studies and research of new designs, materials and innovations. As soon as he stumbled upon this 
house, which is situated not far from Milan, he made the decision to set up his working studio here.

Although this house may seem an unconventional choice for an established designer such as 
Paolo Nava, who had collaborated extensively with numerous established brands including Binova, 
B&B Italia Flexform, Snaidero, Boffi, and Poliform, to name a few, it became the ideal platform for 
Paolo Nava’s unhurried creative process. A fundamental aspect of his work involves the continual 
experimentation of materials and this domestic space allowed the designer to gradually 
develop and mature his ideas with his students and apprentices in a laid-back environment. 
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Signature team with Paolo Nava
Studio Nava | Italy



An assortment of sculpture and artwork 
by the designer dots the premises.

White walls become the canvasses for 
Paolo Nava’s manifold design works in 
various mediums.



A facelift was given to infuse a fresh outlook, but the basic 
structure and original finishings have been wisely conserved. 



A table trees in the garden becomes an alfresco 
dining area in the summer.



A shed that transformed into a 
workshop. The trees are allowed 
to grow freely in the middle room, 
thanks to punches made on the 
ceiling and floors.



This domestic space
filled with greenery provides a 

laid-back environment.

*featured in IDEAS ASIA VOL2



HOME&DECOR
| JULY 2012

TANGO | TONON





MALAYSIAN TATLER HOME 
| MAY 2012

BAIA | B&B ITALIA





GLAM DEKO 
| DEC 2011

PREVE | ARFLEX





HOME PRIDE 
| OCT 2011
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deSiGN SpoT

Not just any other run of the mill kitchen manufacturer, Binova 
stands out as a premium brand in its own field with state-of-the-art 
kitchens. Binova’s sophisticated contemporary aesthetic combined 
with its ergonomic and functional qualities appeal to discerning 
homeowners as well as designers and architects alike. Great care is 
given to the choice of materials, processing techniques and production 
systems which result in a holistic kitchen solution that is made 
possible through its close collaboration with some of the most revered 
names in the design industry.
 One of Binova’s primary designers is Studio Nava, comprising 
renowned designer Paolo Nava (who established the studio in 1972) and 
Fabio Casiraghi, both who have created complete kitchen collections for 

Transformative Approach
Studio Nava, the long-time designer for Italian kitchen

maker Binova, shares their thoughts on design

About Paolo Nava
Born in Seregno, Italy, Paolo 
Nava graduated from the 
Milan Polytechnic majoring 
in architecture. In 1972 he 
founded the Citterio-Nava 
studio with Antonio Citterio 
but continued to work 
independently as a designer 
from 1982 onwards. He has 
collaborated extensively 
with numerous established 
brands including B&B Italia, 
Flexform, Snaidero, Boffi, and 
Poliform, to name a few. A 
fundamental aspect of his 
work is the three-dimensional 
verification through the 
laboratory model and 
experimentation of materials. 
In his projects, this award-
winning designer uses new 
concepts, technologies and 
materials while maintaining 
a different approach towards 
the living space.   

Fabio Casiraghi 
A graduate in visual 
communication and graphics 
at the Public Art School of 
Monza, Italy, Fabio Casiraghi 
started his own professional 
experience working on 
graphics and photography, 
collaborating with various 
studios and agencies in 
Milan until 1988. His deep 
interest in architectural and 
scenographic spaces, which 
he experimented during his 
activity as a photographer 
led to his collaboration with 
Paolo Nava in designing 
numerous furniture and 
industrial products, including 
an entire kitchen line for 
Binova. His aesthetics as 
a designer focuses on the 
continuous relationship 
between the two-dimensional 
language of graphics 
and the spatial aspect of 
architecture.

Binova, including the Prima AV, Regula AD and Modus series.
 Here, Studio Nava reveals their creative process and what can be 
expected of kitchens in the future in this exclusive interview with 
HomePride.

HomePride: Your work covers many facets of design, from kitchen 
to furniture. What would you say is your favourite kind of design 
to work with?
Studio Nava: We do not have a favourite genre. Regardless, we like to 
work on content, on the relationship between man and the inhabited 
space as well as use a new production technology or a new material 
to answer to a need or a function. In other words we are interested in 

DISKO | ARFLEX
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systems which result in a holistic kitchen solution that is made 
possible through its close collaboration with some of the most revered 
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work on content, on the relationship between man and the inhabited 
space as well as use a new production technology or a new material 
to answer to a need or a function. In other words we are interested in 
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